Kars for Kids - author unknown

C                  G7
One eight seven seven Kars for Kids

G7                  C
Kay- aay- arr- ess, Kars for Kids

C                  G7
One eight seven seven Kars for Kids

G7                  C
C (single strum)

Donate your car today
(for fun replace car for kid in the last line!)

Play this a few times until you get the hang of it. Then try this: on the C chord use your thumb to pluck the top (G) string then play the other three strings with a downward stroke on the remaining three beats. Same on the G7 chord except pluck the second string, then play all the strings for the remaining beats. Then try alternating the single thumb stroke using one of the top three strings...experiment...see what sounds best to you!
JAMBALAYA (Change chord on last word of each line)
("pirogue" = PEE-ROW which is a small boat)

(C) (G7)
(1.) Good-bye, Joe, me gotta’ go, me-oh, my-oh!
Me gotta’ go pole the pirogue down the bayou. (C)
My Yvonne, sweetest one, me-oh, my-oh, (G7)
Son-of-a-gun, have big fun on the bayou! (C)

(C) (G7)
(CHORUS) Jambalaya and a crawfish pie and a-fillet gumbo
’Cause tonight I’m a gonna’ see my ma-cher-amio (C)
Pick guitar, fill fruit jar and be gay-o (G7)
*Son-of-a-gun, we’ll have big fun on the bayou!* (C) (Tag at
End of Song)

(C) (G7)
(2.) Thi-bo-daux, Fontain-eaux, the place is buzzin’
Kinfolk come to see Yvonne by the dozen (C)
Dress in style and go hog wild, me-oh, my-oh,(G7)
Son-of-a-gun we’ll have big fun on the bayou! (C) (Back to
CHORUS)

(C) (G7)
(3.) Settle down far from town, get me a pirogue
And I’ll catch all the fish in the bayou (C)
Swap my mon to buy Yvonne what she need-o (G7)Son-of-a-gun,
We’ll have big fun on the bayou. (C) (CHORUS)